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Layers of this map: Colorism and Skin Bleaching around the world

Points:

American Beauty Brands still promote whiteness as the Beauty Standard (North 
America)-

Women's Beauty Brands such as Loreal, Garnier, Ponds and Johnson and Johnson 
still sell products that promote lightness of skin and include ingredients to do so. 
This is extremely problematic due to the fact that we live in a day and age where 
movements such as black lives matter are widely supported. And for such big 
companies to do something like this sets us back several steps and really contradicts 
the ideal of social equality.

Light Skin preference (South America)-

During and after colonization the idea of white skin being the ideal was deeply 
rooted in almost all cultures within Latin South America. It is engraved in its culture 
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to the point where it is not just a preference but it was for a long time part of the law 
and now fully infiltrated in the media to this day. 

77% of Nigerians use skin lightening products (Africa)-

Despite being a country made up of people of color, African people, white 
supremacy has been extremely deep rooted. The idea that "the lighter the better" is 
still very widely accepted as the norm. 

40% of the population in China, Malaysia the Philippines and South Korea use skin 
bleaching products (Asia)-

Despite the expense or health concern, white skin is something that is not just the 
beauty standard but the norm. It is a necessity not just to be socially accepted but in 
order to work be respected and treated as an equal. Despite there being toxic 
chemicals in a lot of these products, this population sees rather the opportunity to a 
better life and chance of success.

Circled Areas:

New York State area- in the areas where a lot of POC communities reside is where the 
most skin bleaching products can be found. Although New York is one of the most 
diverse cities, it does not save itself from the toxic ideal that white skin should be 
praised. In any Dominican hair salon you walk into you can find a variety selection of 
skin whitening products, at several delis, or even 99 cents stores. Often at times 
disguised with the words "even tone" or "brightening".

Caribbean area- Although this is much more of a world issue rather than in one area, 
the Caribbean is an area very highly linked with immigration. Skin whitening  is more 
than just physical but rather almost a status of  superiority. With a high population of 
Caribbean people in the U.S being 2nd and 3rd generation, and also fair skinned or even 
as some may say "American", it contributes to the idea that there is a superiority 
especially since Caribbean people are one of the highest in documentation possibility 
than most other Hispanic immigrants.

India- India has one of the biggest industries in skin bleaching products and continues 
to grow. It is seen as the norm to gift someone a skin lightening product for their 
birthday or engagement party. People go great length and expense just to lighten their 
complexion without taking into account the devastating health effects it causes.

Japan and South Korea- These two countries have one of the biggest beauty industries 
in self care, makeup, hair etc. But the beauty standard is at an insane level that 
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intoxicates the self esteem and mental well being of women in these countries. And 
skin whitening is not even questioned is incorporated into several everyday products.


